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Abstract: COVID-19 has been causing negative impacts on various sectors in Sri Lanka as a result of1

the public health interventions that government had to implement in order to reduce the spreading2

of the disease. Equivalent work carried out in this context is outdated and close to ideal models.3

This research is carried out in a crucial time which the daily deaths are rapidly increasing which4

arise the requirement for an accurate and practical model to predict the mortality in order to take5

decisions regarding public health interventions. This paper presents a mathematical epidemiological6

model called SEQIJRDS to predict on COVID-19. The model has been validated for the COVID7

19 pandemic in Sri Lanka. The results show that the model outstands many of the state-of-the-art8

SEIR epidemiological models such as Imperial, IHME once properly parameterized. At the end; this9

work recommends public health interventions at this crucial time to save people’s lives based on the10

predictions of the proposed model. Specifically, 3 recommendations called minimal, sub-optimal and11

optimal recommendations are provided for public health interventions.12

Keywords: COVID19, Accuracy, SEQIJRDS, mortality, predictions, interventions13

1. Introduction14

1.1. Background15

COVID – 19 has become the global predator of the whole world since 2019. The origin of this16

evil virus is China and it is believed that the COVID – 19 viruses crossed from a bat to a pangolin and17

finally to a human [60]. With the rapid spread occurred, Sri Lanka also became a victim of COVID –18

19 and these days the country faces the dreadful 3rd wave which is partly due to British and Indian19

variants of the virus. Literature from China found that only 20% of patients have developed the disease20

to a critical stage requiring ICU care while the others had less severe or mild symptoms [61]. According21

to [62], it is said that, 25% of the infections are asymptomatic in average. So, the actual number of22

infected persons is not exactly the same as the number of reported cases per day [61]. So, it is obvious23

that there are a lot of people who act as carriers of the disease.24

The first corona virus patient who was a foreigner was found on 27th January 2020 [38]. The first25

ever locally infected person was found on 11th March 2020 [42]. The COVID - 19 pandemic impacted26

Sri Lanka as is the case in many other countries. Cases increased rapidly thereafter. The island wide27

curfew was implemented from mid-March to June 2020 by the government [43–46]. Only 3380 cases28

and 13 deaths had been reported by 30th September 2020 [38]. Then again, the country had to face29

the second wave of COVID - 19 and cases increased rapidly again. That time it was reported as large30

clusters; at a garment export factory [63] and the largest fish market in Colombo. So, it impacted Sri31
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Lanka more than the first wave. However, the government could manage this with necessary steps.32

But now in 2021, after the Sinhala and Tamil New Year, again COVID - 19 cases are being increased.33

Sri Lanka is reporting about more than 4000 cases per day now (August 2021) [38]. Hospitals have34

enhanced capabilities; back-up plans and emergency preparedness. New hospitals for COVID patients35

are being built by the government. However, the system has its limitations specially in number of36

Intensive Care Units (ICUs) [65]. If the government cannot control the spread of infections, it will be37

difficult to reduce the deaths which occur as a result of that.38

1.1.1. Impacts due to public health interventions39

Economy40

Daily wage earnings, the tourism, construction, textile industry, small and medium scale41

enterprises have been significantly affected due to COVID19 [66]. Because of this, the country has42

faced a huge economic collapse. Amid the COVID - 19 Sri Lanka’s economy contracted by 3.6 percent43

in 2020. Sri Lankan employers have been terminated in Middle East countries and the value of Sri44

Lankan rupee had been depreciated with respect to USD [67]. The potential impact from COVID - 1945

is unlike any other country has faced and the economy faced contraction in 2020 due to many sectors46

being at a standstill [68]. Country’s economy mainly depends on the foreign trade and Sri Lanka can47

be considered as the most susceptible middle-income country due to the impact of COVID - 19 [69].48

However, the clear analysis about rapid change of LKR and impact of GDP value to the economy of49

Sri Lanka is lacking in the research field. The economic impact to Sri Lanka is well described in [1] but50

it presents mainly the impact in 2019 to early 2020 period. When making public health interventions51

and preparing policies; a compromise has to be made between the economy and public health as the52

economic impact due to COVID19 preventative measures can drastically effect on the economy in53

South Asia which Sri Lanka is a member [24].54

Secondary and higher education55

Higher education in Sri Lanka is another major impacted area because of COVID - 19. Universities56

encounter several challenges in terms of online delivery, problems of practical test via online mode,57

assessments, examinations and supervision of the thesis. Survey done in the South Eastern University58

Sri Lanka shows that 59% were interested in pursuing higher education online but later they lost hope59

in it because of poor connections, lack of devices, power outages and so on [69]. But schools and60

universities with advanced facilities have been able to carry out virtual classes. Online education is a61

new method in Sri Lankan education and it is not familiar for Sri Lankan students and teachers so that62

there are technology challenges and there is a tendency for increment of the mental stress of students63

and teachers [70].64

Tourism65

There were no tourist arrivals 10 months in 2020 but the country was reopened on conditional66

basis for tourists in 2021. However, only 19, 337 tourists have visited Sri Lanka by 2021 July which is67

96.2% lesser than normal arrival [72]. The island considers that, tourism industry is one of the worst68

affected by the outbreak of the global pandemic [71]. CNN travel picked Sri Lanka as one of the best69

places to visit in 2020. Despite the tourist arrival 2021, it is clear that domestic travelers are the main70

reason for the third wave of Sri Lanka which is named as New Year Cluster [38].71

Exhaustive use of healthcare Resources72

Clinical practice guidelines for suspected and confirmed COVID cases in Sr Lanka are provided in73

the guideline [25]. One of the reasons for providing such a guideline is to have a policy when admitted74

to obtain limited resources such as ICU beds for patients. The review paper [27] presents such different75
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policies used around the world when admitting to limited; but highly useful resource of ICU beds76

which can save the life of a critical patient.77

Quality of the Environment78

It seems like the only sector which is positively affected due to COVID19 is the environment.79

Air pollution in Sri Lanka’s urban areas has decreased upto 75% because of lockdowns which were80

imposed due to COVID - 19 pandemic. There is a drop in vehicular emissions in Colombo, thermal81

power plants and few other industrialized and urbanized localities [73].82

Physical Health83

Studies such as [16] provides evidence to show long term physical health impacts due to COVID1984

in global level. A recent study for Sri Lanka reveals weight gain as a result of COVID19 thus increasing85

the chance of getting Diabetics [17]. This is further verified by [20] which shows that there is an increase86

of wasting and overweight among children due to COVID19 in Sri Lanka. The utmost negative impact87

from COVID in health terms is death. However, the death rate reported can be incorrect due to lower88

reporting rates and diverse factors such as age and gender according to [22].89

Mental Health90

There is evidence to prove that among Sri Lankan pregnant women, COVID19 had caused mental91

disorders [2]. Around 25% of healthcare workers have been diagnosed as depressed according to [21].92

There is further evidence for psychological distress among Sri Lankan adult population [23].93

1.1.2. Motivation94

The important fact to notice here is COVID-19 is still spreading in South Asian regions and most95

of the work published are in 2020. There is no research describing about spreading factors and impact96

on COVID19 individually for each of 7 countries or entirely the South Asian region. The paper [3]97

provide a review on COVID19 disease. It presents the number of patients infected, deaths of each98

country by early 2020 only. In other words, they are reviewed in narrow scope as evident in [4] which99

reviews pathophysiological on the disease. In [5]; the authors review on modern technologies for100

tracking COVID19. A review on COVID19 more biased to clinical aspect (diagnosis, treatment and101

prevention) is presented in [6,7]. Some reviews discuss on the clinical risk factors for COVID19 [8,9].102

Further all of these reviews are expressing on COVID19 on global aspect. There is ample research on103

COVID19 published discussing on Sri Lankan aspect since what is found in global aspect can deviate104

based on the factors existing locally.105

The paper [10] presents a review on the interventions for COVID19. But it can be argued that the106

work is outdated as it had been conducted in first quarter of 2020 where the vaccines were in research107

stage. In depth analysis of clinical interventions for COVID19 including vaccination is presented in [11].108

However, there is no research determining the long-term impacts of such clinical interventions in large109

scale (regionally or globally). A recent review paper provides a comprehensive review on prediction110

models and the impact of public health interventions [12]. Research which shows the effectiveness111

of the non-pharmaceutical interventions on COVID19 have been studied in [13]. But they have been112

studied for a short period of time only.113

Mahesh etc. in [18] mathematically model and evaluate numerous non-pharmaceutical114

interventions of Sri Lanka for a limited time period of 8 months. Similar work which mathematically115

model spreading using Susceptible–Exposed–Infectious–Recovered (SEIR) model [49,55] considers116

the spreading of the disease in the first 6 months [26]. But such work does not take into account some117

factors such as varieties of the COVID variants, immunization due to vaccination which had taken118

place recently. The time period considered in this paper is more than two years. Wijesekara etc. in [19]119

had used COVID19 hospital impact model to predict the number of expected infections for the navy120

cluster of COVID19 in Sri Lanka.121
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However, a cross country study of initial growth rate of COVID19 impacted by spreading factors122

such as non-pharmaceutical interventions, demography, society and climate have been performed123

in [14]. But in this paper, additional spreading factors are taken into consideration and an updated124

review is presented specifically for Sri Lanka. The paper in [15] discusses the effectiveness of different125

lock down policies globally and derives the mobility changes based on them. This paper will discuss126

the how relevant is such a model to Sri Lanka.127

At the moment, Sri Lanka is in the middle of a collapse in most sectors of the country. People have128

been suffering from this pandemic for nearly two years. Therefore, this research is also an attempt to129

recommend potential interventions to prevent COVID19 deaths will occur in coming months to Sri130

Lanka.131

1.2. Problem Statement132

Since some public health interventions related to COVID19 can drastically effect on various133

sectors such as economy there must be an accurate model which can predict the mortality and take134

decisions to balance other sectors and human lives. As reviewed, many similar existing solutions have135

either predicted a year ago or used simpler models so that there should be an accurate tool to predict136

the mortality.137

1.3. Objectives138

• To propose a mathematical epidemiological model for accurate predictions of the mortality.139

• To provide recommendations for public health interventions by discussing the impacts of140

predicted results under different interventions.141

2. Methodology142

2.0.1. Eligibility Criteria143

Any acceptable COVID19 data source related to Sri Lanka up to the date of August 31st of 2021144

was selected.145

2.1. Data collection process146

2.1.1. collection methods147

The data was collected into a Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet file. No automation tool was used for148

importing the data into the Excel sheet. Raw Data from the reports were manually inserted.149

2.1.2. Data items150

Assumptions and estimations have been made regarding missing/erroneous/unclear information.151

In cases which there were such data, the assumptions or estimations have been stated at the spot of152

analysis or description.153

2.1.3. Study risk of bias assessment154

We minimize the bias that occurs from data of different sample sizes collected from different155

sources for analysis as a data pre-processing procedure. For example; we model the parameter mobility156

(µ) as a normalized parameter in our design which will be explained later.157

2.1.4. Effect measures158

Where appropriate, we use the standardized mean difference as an effect measure.159
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2.1.5. Certainty assessment160

- We specify a 95% confidence limit in parameter extraction using the historical data. We do not161

specify a Confidence Interval (CI) for the predictions since we consider different scenarios within the162

confidence limit for analysis (Either at limits or within the limits). When we predict the outcomes, we163

specify at which point of the Confidence Interval these predictions are done for. Ex: whether at the164

extreme ends or for the average case etc.165

2.2. Epidemiology Model166

As mentioned in the review; the work in [26] which uses a167

Susceptible–Exposed–Infectious–Recovered (SEIR) model [49] considering the spreading of168

the disease in the first 6 months does not take into account some factors such as varieties of the COVID169

variants, immunization due to vaccination, age distribution of the population etc. It assumes that all170

recovered patients have 100% immunity for the disease and are non-susceptible which is ideal since171

a patient recovered from a variety with low viral load can get infected again with a variety with a172

high viral load. So, we do not employ the SEIR model here. We consider the practical situation where173

from the isolated (hospitalized) group; only a fraction (PJ) enter the removed group either by dying or174

developing total immunity by recovering from the illness. Similarly a fraction PI enter the removed175

group and (1 − PI) enter the susceptible group from the Infected Population (I). (Ps) is the fraction of176

susceptible population who develop full immunity to the infection with vaccination.177

Therefore, for this study we deviate from such ideal assumptions which can cause inaccuracies in178

the predicted outcomes and use the Epidemic Management model which is highly complying with179

the current interventions practiced in Sri Lanka. Since nearly 50% of the population of Sri Lanka is180

vaccinated with both doses at the time of writing [38], a vaccination class which is partially immune to181

the disease must be considered for modeling as highlighted in [49].182

So, with above justifications, we introduce a modified model known as Susceptible, Exposed,183

Quarantined, Infected, Hospitalized, Recovered, Dead, Susceptible (SEQIJRDS) model which is formed184

by using SEIS model, SEIR model and SEQIJR model given in [49] and by introducing a new class185

known as Dead. We introduce this dead class since the rate and number of deaths are important186

parameters when taking decisions about the health interventions so that it is identified separately187

without identifying it in the "Removed" class as in [49] which includes both dead and fully recovered188

patients in the same removed class. It should be noted that we use R class to identify fully immunized189

population against the infection. These are compartment models which the population (N) under190

consideration is divided into compartments and there is a rate of moving from one compartment into191

another. The compartments and the associated movements are given in the Figure 1.192

As shown in Figure 1, following points can be observed. The bold points are novel parameters193

introduced in this model.194

• β is the contact rate factor of the susceptible population.195

• ηηη is the final dose vaccination rate of the susceptible population 3 weeks before the present196

date197

• Exposed members are quarantined at a rate of γ1198

• We introduce the parameter 0 < λ0 < λ0 < λ to represent the infection capabilities across different199

variants of the disease. The variant with highest viral load will have a value of 1200

• Exposed members who are not quarantined are infected at a rate of k1 for the base/original201

Infectant. k1 ∗ λ is the effective infection rate adjusted with the effect of COVID19 variants.202

• Infectives are diagnosed at a proportional rate γ2 per unit time and isolated.203

• quarantined members are monitored and when they develop symptoms; they are removed from204

quarantine to isolation at rate k2205

• Exposing of a susceptible population takes place from the infected population (I), factor of ϵQ206

due to imperfect quarantine out of Quarantine population (Q), factor of ϵJ due to imperfect207

isolation out of isolation population (J), factor of ϵE out of the exposed population (E)208
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Figure 1. Proposed SEQIJRDS Model

• α1 is the number of people recovering per unit time from non-hospitalized infectants209

• α2 is the number of people recovering per unit time from hospitalized infectants210

• α3α3α3 is the death rate of non-hospitalized infectants211

• α4α4α4 is the death rate of hospitalized infectants212

• PSPSPS is the probability of developing full immunity by vaccination213

• PIPIPI is the probability of recovering with full immunity from non-hospitalized infectants214

• PJPJPJ is the probability of recovering with full immunity from hospitalized infectants215

Differential equations can be written as follows by considering the rate of change of population at216

each of the compartments.217

dS

dt
= −(ϵEE + ϵEϵQQ + ϵJ J + I)λβS − ηSPS + α1(1 − PI)I + α2(1 − PJ)J (1)

dE

dt
= (ϵEE + ϵEϵQQ + ϵJ J + I)λβS − (k1 + γ1)E (2)

dQ

dt
= (γ1)E − k2Q (3)

dI

dt
= k1E − (γ2 + α1PI + α3 + α1(1 − PI))I

= λk1E − (γ2 + α3 + α1)I

(4)
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dJ

dt
= γ2 I + k2Q − (α2PJ + α4 + α2(1 − PJ))J

= γ2 I + k2Q − (α4 + α2)J

(5)

dR

dt
= ηPsS + (α2PJ)J + (α1PI)I (6)

dD

dt
= α4 J + α3 I (7)

The model without control measures will reduce to simple SEIR model with k1, α1, β not equal to218

zero and all other rates and fractions in above equations will become zero.219

Initially at time t = 0 (just before the disease is going to infect for the first time for already exposed220

population) all Q = I = J = R = D = 0 and S + R = N0. At infinite time (Long time after first infection),221

we do not assume that the population is not fully immune to the disease which is practical which can222

occur due to mutated variants of the COVID19. So, S, Q, I, J, E, D, R is not equal to zero after infinite223

time which is different compared to [49]. We can use these initial conditions and knowledge of rates224

and probabilities identified by using historical data to predict the number of infections, number of225

people under isolation (Hospitals) which will be very useful in deciding the public health interventions226

and hospital resource use management.227

Unlike the procedure given in [49], during the pandemic, the probabilities and rates specified in228

Equations 1-7 are not constants. So, we model them as variables of time and derive the equations for229

such variables based on the historical data observations of the pandemic and logical reasoning.230

We solve the system of First order differential equations using MATLAB software tool. The231

statistical analysis of the historical data was performed using Microsoft Excel to deduce the rates and232

probabilities.233

Each of the variables can be modelled as given in the following subsections.234

2.2.1. The Contact probability (β)235

The contact probability depends on the normalized average mobility (µ) of the population and236

expose preventative measures (M) such as mask use, social distancing, hand sanitizing. Both µ and M237

depend on the government policies and behavior adhering to policies of the general public. We model238

β as given by the Equation 8.239

β = µ ∗ M ∗ β0 (8)

Here, M is a normalized parameter which has a value of 0 under highest possible exposure240

prevention measures and has a value of 1 at no preventative measures. M = 0.05 for the universal241

mask use case which assumes that all susceptible population wear a mask which prevents contacting242

with the disease by a probability of 0.95. We define beta0 as the base contact probability which can243

change over time. We derive beta0 using curve fitting for historical data so that this becomes a learned244

parameter.245

2.2.2. Contact Tracing and Quarantine rate -γ1246

The quarantine rate is an important parameter which can control the spreading of the disease. But247

the problem is that there is no data to obtain this mainly because there has been double counting (Not248
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Table 1. Summary table of travel restrictions

Scenario Start Date End Date

Islandwide full lockdown 20-March-2020 23-March-2020

Islandwide full lockdown 23-March-2020 19-April-2020

Islandwide full lockdown 23-April-2020 11-May-2020

Islandwide full lockdown 23-May-2020 26-May-2020

Restric travel in selected high risk areas 4-October-2020 18-October-2020

Full lockdown in western province 18-October-2020 05-November-2020

Restrict travel in selected high risk areas 05-November-2020 10-May-2021

Restrict inter-provincial travel 10-May-2021 21-May-2021

Islandwide full lockdown 21-May-2021 21-June-2021

Restrict inter-provincial travel 21-June-2021 01-August-2021

deducting after being hospitalized from the quarantined population) in reports of the epidemiology249

unit of Sri Lanka [38]. Therefore, this parameter had to be estimated using the historical data and250

mobility. We modelled this parameter as a function of mobility also since mobility reduction enhances251

quarantine and vice versa. The equation is as shown in Equation 9252

γ1 = (1 − µ) ∗ gamma0 (9)

where gamma0 is the base quarantine rate. We obtained the value for gamm0 by curve fitting for253

the historical data since the data is erroneous.254

2.2.3. Mobility255

The mobility data of Sri Lankans were collected from Google [39]. The travel restriction periods256

can be summarized as in Table 1 which dates obtained from [43–48].257

The mobility of Sri Lankans during the pandemic period is shown in Figure 2. Here, data was258

collected from Google mobility reports [39] and plotted.259

Figure 2. Instantaneous Mobility under different categories

In Figure 2, it can be observed a low cross correlation between all non-residential data and260

residential data showing that travel restrictions have effectively reduced non-residential mobility261
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but, has increased residential mobility. However, as residential groups have very small size groups262

typically 2-4 people, the impact on spreading the disease is low from residential groups.263

So, to observe the mobility; we calculate the average mobility across 6 different sections given in264

Figure 2 and use min-max normalization to map into a variable between 0 to 1. The result is as seen in265

Figure 3.266

Figure 3. Normalized Mobility Vs. time during the COVID 19 Pandemic

When observing the result, it is very clear that during the full lockdown periods, the average267

mobility has been low at an average of 0.34 and a 95% confidence interval of (0.23 - 0.45). The average268

mobility during the pandemic when there is no travel restriction is 0.67 with a low standard deviation269

of 0.0004. So, the observation is that the average mobility can be halved by using total lockdowns in270

Sri Lanka. If the binary discrete event: lockdown state is represented by L then the mobility is given by271

Equation 10 as,272

µ = 0.34 ∗ L − (L − 1)0.67

= −0.33 ∗ L + 0.67
(10)

Therefore, we can obtain an approximate value for β using the above observation. The value of β273

is very critical in the pandemic since it will govern all other rates. From Equation 8,274

β = (−0.33 ∗ L + 0.67) ∗ M ∗ beta0275

considering the discrete event Lockdown L. This equation can be used to measure the effectiveness276

of lockdown on the spreading of the pandemic. Otherwise, the instantaneous normalized mobility277

should be used in solving the Equation 8278

2.2.4. Vaccination Rate - η279

The population of Sri Lanka is 21,514,267 according to [36]. Vaccine is for all humans aged greater280

than 18. Population percentage of such people is around 67% [35]. Therefore, eligible population for281

vaccination is around 14.4 million. In order for a Vaccine to get accepted by the WHO; it needs to have282

an efficacy of at least 50% [50]. Therefore, all COVID19 vaccines have an efficacy of 50%. But, in order283

to achieve this efficacy, three weeks should elapse after taking the final dose of the vaccination [50].284

Therefore, the value of PS can be taken as 0.5. Next parameter is finding out the final dose vaccination285

rate (η) 3 weeks before the present date. Vaccination data was collected from the epidemiology unit of286

Sri Lanka. Figure 4 shows the cumulative vaccination values at the end of each month.287
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Figure 4. Total vaccination by the end of each month

As evident from Figure 4, 86% of the eligible population has been given the first dose and 51% of288

the eligible population has been given the second dose by the end of August 2021. The vaccination289

process has been started in March and only a few has been vaccinated in April due to the Sinhala and290

Hindu new year vacation period.291

Figure 5 shows the variation of average vaccination per of each month for each type of the vaccine.292

As seen from Figure 5, the Astrazenaca vaccinate has been mainly given at the start of the293

vaccination program. However, at the beginning of April Sinopharm vaccination has been started and294

then continued as the dominant vaccine with the highest rate of vaccination.295

Now, let us determine the parameter η. For this, we need to shift the time axis of vaccination by296

3 weeks for the second dose for all the vaccines. Since we do calculations at the end of each month,297

for convenience, we shift the time axis by 1 month not 3 weeks. The graph obtained in this manner is298

given in Figure 6299

η should be found graphically using the graph in Figure 6 which has a non-linear variation. This300

η values will be used in solving the differential equations in the proposed SEQIJRDS model.301

2.2.5. Variants and clusters of COVID - 19 found in Sri Lankan society302

Currently, there are six main variants found in Sri Lankan society [28] as shown in the Table 2.303

Figure 5. average vaccination per of each month for each type of the vaccine
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Figure 6. Effective vaccination rate of the second dose with Confidence Limits

Table 2. Summary table of COVID19 variants found in Sri Lanka

Variant Name Earliest date of Detection transmissibility (λλλ)

B.1.411 (Sri lankan variant) 02-April-2020 [29] 1.02 [52]

B.1.1.7 (Alpha - UK variant) 02-January-2021 [33] 1.29 [51]

B.1.351 (Beta-south african variant) 03-March-2021 [34] 1.25 [51]

B.1.428 (Denmark Variant) 03-March-2021[32] unknown

B.1.617.2 (Delta - Indian Variant) 07-April-2021 [30] 1.97 [51]

B.1.525 (Nigerian variant) 28-April-2021 [31] 1.29 [51]

SA 222V, SA 701S, SA 1078S 17-August-2021 [40] unknown

We consider the highest λ value of the varieties of COVID19 found at a particular time in Sri304

Lanka in our calculation. That is λ = 1.02 prior to 02-January of 2021, λ = 1.29 from 02-January-2021 to305

07-April-2021 and after 07-April-2021; λ = 1.97306

2.2.6. Daily Hospitalizations307

Figure 7 shows the average number of daily hospitalizations for each month. The hospitalization308

sources are quarantine centers (Q) and non-isolated infectants from the society (I). This gives a value309

for k2 ∗ Q + γ2 ∗ I310

Figure 7. Number of Patients hospitalized per day for each month during the pandemic
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2.2.7. Total patients in Hospitals - H311

Figure 8 shows the total infectants residing in the hospitals at the end of each month.312

Figure 8. Number of Patients in Hospitals for each month during the pandemic

Graph in Figure 8 provides the value for the class "H" of the epidemic model. The values of313

this graph can be used as initial conditions for future predictions or to validate the predictions. The314

gradient of this graph gives the hospitalization rate.315

2.2.8. Hospitalized Recovery Fraction - α2316

What is given by the epidemiology unit as recovery is the number of patients recovering in317

the hospitals. That is an ideal recovery where η = 0, PI = 1, PI = 1 where the patients recovered318

will go only to the removed class R. So, the real daily recovered patients with 100% immunity319

against the disease will be different to the one reported. But we can approximate α2 using the320

(dischargedpatients/numberinward) ratio as plotted in Figure 9.321

Figure 9. Recovery fraction variation during the pandemic.
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It should be noted that the fraction of COVID19 victims who recover without being diagnosed as322

infectants is not reported and hence unknown. So, the value of α1 has to be learned using curve fitting323

for historical data.324

2.2.9. Death Fraction - α4325

From data, we calculate the ratio between the number of deaths and infected patients for326

hospitalized population as shown in Figure 10. The value at each point of the graph will be used as327

initial conditions when solving the system of differential equations.328

Figure 10. Death fraction for each month during the pandemic

The fractional rate of deaths from infected people in the society (α3) is unknown and typically329

will not be reported as COVID 19 death. In this paper we set (α3 = α4) which is a fair assumption since330

both non-isolated infectants and isolated infectants are evolved from the same exposed population.331

2.2.10. Adjustment to death under-reporting332

According to World Health Organization, it is estimated that only 10% to 98% of actual COVID 19333

deaths are reported in countries. It is obvious that deaths from hospitalized COVID19 cases who die334

are reported 100% since Sri Lanka reports COVID19 deaths accurately for the hospitalized patients.335

Non-reporting occurs from the deaths from the class I in the epidemiology model. Since the deaths336

from class I and class H are equally likely; in average 50% of deaths can go under-reported. With this337

argument, we double the reported deaths before feeding as an initial condition for the epidemiological338

model.339

Figure 11 shows the under-reporting adjusted variation of the death class at the end of each month340

during the pandemic.341
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Figure 11. Average Number of daily deaths for each month during the pandemic

3. Results342

3.1. Model simulation for Sri Lanka343

We simulate the model in MATLAB R2021a. We set the Model parameters with values we derived344

in the methodology. Figure 12a and 12b show the variation of the population of each class with time.345

Here, last 3 months have been predictions under the following interventions.346

• No lock-down for the last 3 months347

• vaccination is continued348

• No changes in Quarantine measures or any other preventative measures349

• Universal mask use case350
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(a) Population sizes for proposed SEQIJRDS model

zoomed in y axis

(b) Population sizes for proposed SEQIJRDS model

without zooming in y axis

Figure 12. Simulation result of the whole pandemic with predictions for Sri Lanka

It is clear that according to predictions from the proposed SEQIJRDS model that the disease will351

have a peak of infectants by early October and it will fade away and the number of infectants in the352

society will reduce by the beginning of December. It is highly unlikely that another wave of COVID353

19 to arise after that as the susceptible population after December will be at a low value around 3354

million unless a new COVID variant which can infect ’R’ class who have developed 100% immunity to355

previous variants hit Sri Lanka.356

3.2. Validation of the proposed model357

We compare proposed model against historical data for the months of July and August of 2021358

which had passed at the time of writing in order to validate the model. We use the Mean Absolute359

Percent Error (MAPE) in order to validate the model. The equation for MAPE is given in Equation 11.360

Here, it should be noted that learned parameters up to the Month of June will be used in generating361

the predictions. The parameters learned in July and August are not used as they are generated as362

predictions.363
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Table 3. Table of Mean Absolute Percent Error comparison between the proposed SEQIJRDS method

and other prediction models

Number of Weeks Proposed IHME[58] SIKJalpha[57] Imperial[59]

2 0.37 2 0 3

4 1.64 4 1 12

6 5.69 7 2 20

8 8.82 12 3 21

MAPE = 100 ∗
1

n
(

n

∑
1

mod (
At − Pt

At
)) (11)

where At Absolute value of the Prediction Pt at time t. n is the number of predicted values. Figure364

13 shows the proposed model’s predictions for the mortality due to COVID 19 and actual mortality365

which occurred. Here, it should be noted that as mentioned before; 50% under-reporting situation is366

considered.367

Figure 13. Graph showing comparison of actual deaths with the deaths predicted by proposed

SEQIJRDS mode

As proved graphically in Figure 13; MAPE is low for the first 4 weeks and gradually increases368

there onwards which agrees with the typical behavior of forecasting models. Table 3 shows the369

summary of results for this metric and a comparison with state of the art prediction model’s MAPE for370

South East, East Asia and Oceania region which is the closest region to Sri Lanka in the study done in371

[53].372

From the result in Table 3; it is clear that the proposed model has a prediction performance inferior373

to the SIKJalpha model and outperform the Imperial model and IHME models. It can be observed374

that the MAPE is less than 1 within the first 2 weeks and less than 2 within the first month suggesting375

that the accuracy of the predictions is high within the first 4 weeks of prediction. The accuracy of the376

proposed model is sufficient enough to decide the public health interventions in Sri Lanka.377
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We further predict for 2 months ahead from 31st August 2021 and compare the daily death rate378

predictions with those predicted by Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) for worst case379

scenarios. That is vaccination is stopped, no lockdowns for the next two months, no enhancement of380

quarantine measures. We first collected the IHME predictions from the source [54]. We then plot and381

compare the proposed model’s performance Vs. IHME for future predictions as shown in the Figure382

14.383

Figure 14. Comparison of daily death prediction of the proposed model and IHME model

As an effect measure; we compute the standardized mean difference between predictions of the384

two models. We use the Equation 12 to compute the mean difference.385

Standardized Mean Di f f erence =
M1 − M2

SDpooled
(12)

The SMD between the two predictions is 0.25 indicating there is only a small difference between386

the prediction values of the two models.387

3.3. Mortality rate Predictions388

3.3.1. Using Lockdowns389

At the time of writing (on August 29 2021); We predict the number of deaths using the390

epidemiology model proposed in the methodology under 9 scenarios. Those are not locking down391

and locking down for x weeks starting from first week of September 2021. Considering weekly lock392

downs is very appropriate as lockdown decisions by the government of Sri Lanka is taken in week393

basis. The obtained results for death predictions are as given in Figure 15. In order to study the effect394

of mobility only; we assume that no vaccination is continued during September and October. For395

no-lockdown case; we set the mobility as average mobility under no-lockdown scenario (µ = 0.67) and396

for a lockdown week we set the (µ = 0.34) as explained in the methodology section. The results are as397

seen in Figure 15. These are generated for the universal mask use case (M = 0.05).398

We will compare the deaths at the end of November in this analysis. It should be noted that these399

deaths are the real deaths with adjustment for under-reporting. So, as evident from Figure 15; 7982400

deaths can be avoided by the end of November just by locking down the first week of September. The401

difference in death reduction for each week of lock-down increases for the first 3 weeks, insignificant402
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Figure 15. Comparing mortality under different mobility related health interventions

for the 4th week and the gap becomes lesser afterwards. This indicates the very high requirement for403

implementing the entire country lock down during the first 3 weeks. Total deaths which can be averted404

by locking down 3 weeks is 30,560. So, this period of 3 weeks can be set as the minimum lock-down405

period since it can avoid a massacre of human lives. However even though the death reduction in 4th406

week is insignificant if the lock down can be continued until the sixth week continuously; additional407

6200 people’s lives can be saved at the end of November which is a significant number of human408

lives. Therefore, the recommended period of lockdown can be inferred as 6 weeks. It is very clear409

that continuing locking down for the 7th and 8 weeks only saves 1220 human lives. Even though this410

number of human lives matter; considering the negative impact on Economy, education, mental health411

etc. the government may not implement lockdown in last 2 weeks of October.412

3.3.2. Effect of Vaccination413

At the time of writing (on August 29th 2021); We predict the number of deaths using the414

epidemiology model proposed in the methodology under 2 scenarios. One of them is continuing415

vaccination for the next 2 months only. Here we consider that vaccination rate will be at average case416

(η = 0.0083). The other is vaccination is stopped for the next 2 months. In order to study the effect of417

vaccination only; we assume that no lockdown is implemented during September and October. The418

results are as seen in Figure 16. These are generated for the universal mask use case (M=0.05). We have419

assumed a vaccination efficacy of 0.5 as it was said in the methodology section.420
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Figure 16. Graph showing the effect of vaccination on future mortality

So, as evident from Figure 16; 7230 people’s lives can be saved if Sri Lanka continues the current421

process of vaccination without implementing any lock down for the next two months and do not422

change the existing quarantine and contact tracing rate. Hence, locking down the country alone for 3423

weeks saves 23330 more lives than entire 2 months of vaccination by the end of November.424

3.3.3. Effect of Contact tracing and quarantine425

At the time of writing (on August 29 2021); We predict the number of deaths using the426

epidemiology model proposed in the methodology under 3 scenarios. One of them is 50% enhancement427

of the existing contact tracing process for the next 2 months (gamma0 = 0.333). The second one is 100%428

enhancement (doubling) of contact tracing and quarantining (gamma0 = 0.44) for next two months.429

In order to study the effect of contact tracing only; we assume that no lockdown is implemented and430

vaccination is stopped during September and October. The results are as seen in Figure 17. These are431

generated for the universal mask use case (M = 0.05).432
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Figure 17. Comparing different levels of quaratine and contact tracing’s effect on mortality

So, as evident from Figure 17; nearly 17503 people’s lives can be saved by the end of November if433

Sri Lanka enhances the current process of quarantine and contact tracing by 50% for next two months.434

On the other hand; 9914 more additional lives can be saved by doubling existing quarantine measures435

for two months resulting a total of 27417 lifesaving. But still the lifesaving is less than 3 week entire436

country lockdown only.437

3.4. Hospital Resource usage predictions438

Another important parameter when taking decisions is the hospital resource demand which can439

be measured by inward patients for COVID-19. We predict the admitted patients under different440

public health intervention scenarios as shown in Figure 18.441

• scenario 1 - With no lockdown, existing contact tracing, stop vaccination442

• scenario 2 - one month lockdown, double existing contact tracing for two months, continue443

vaccination444

• scenario 3 - two month lockdown, 50% enhancement of existing contact tracing, continue445

vaccination446
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Figure 18. Comparison of Hospital resource usage under different scenarios

It can be observed that there will be 83168, 34874, 35393 people residing in hospitals at the end447

of November under scenario1, scenario 2 and scenario 3 respectively. Hence, the scenario 2 can be448

observed as the best option since it gives the minimum admitted patients. However, due to the practical449

difficulties which may arise when doubling quarantine measures; scenario 3 may be considered as450

a sub-optimal solution since the death difference between scenario 2 and scenario 3 are not much451

different.452

4. Discussion453

4.1. General interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence.454

In result section we have noticed how each lockdown, vaccination, quarantine measures455

individually affect the future mortality. Now, let us derive the recommendations based on those456

results. Since we derived minimum lockdown requirement of 3 weeks and optimum lockdown period457

of 6 weeks; here we will combine other interventions with previously said 2 interventions. We will458

form 3 recommendations as follows.459

• Minimum Recommendation- 3 Week lockdown, stop vaccination, continue existing quarantine460

and contact tracing461

• Sub-optimum Recommendation - 6 Week lockdown, continue vaccination,50% enhancement of462

quarantine measures463

• Optimum Recommendation - Entire 2 month lockdown, continue vaccination, 100% increment464

of quarentine measures465

We will now compare the parameter daily deaths for above 3 recommendations against the worst466

case of continuing existing quarantine only to obtain the following result shown in Figure 19467

It is evident from Figure 19 that the daily deaths for the months of September, October are468

comparatively low for all the recommendations. However, for the minimum recommendation; daily469

deaths gradually increase to the level of worse case by the end of November. Therefore, if minimum470

recommendation is implemented there will be an additional requirement to impose another lock-down471

before December to prevent rising of daily deaths and death count. On the other hand, both sub-optimal472

and optimal solution not only will be able to reduce number of deaths; but also, they have successfully473

prevented further spreading of the disease by the beginning of December. As seen from the results474
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Figure 19. Comparison of Hospital resource usage under different scenarios

in Figure 19; for both solutions it can be observed decreasing daily deaths by the end of November475

indicating that spreading of the disease has been properly controlled by both sub optimal and optimum476

solutions. Further, it can be observed a little difference in optimum and sub-optimum solution.477

Therefore, considering negative impacts that are caused due to intervention on numerous sectors478

such as economy, education, mental health etc.; government may consider implementing sub-optimal479

solution instead of optimal solution. We categorize it as optimum solution only considering the number480

of deaths and death rate as mentioned here. However, as mentioned sub-optimal recommendation481

may be more appropriate when considering other negative impacts from COVID19.482

4.2. Limitations of the evidence483

As it was mentioned separately in detail in the methodology section, we summarize the assumed484

or derived/learned parameters for the model due to lack of data as shown in Table 4.485

Table 4. Table of Estimated and Learned Parameters

Parameter Learned Assumed

β0 = 0.000006415 yes no

γ0 = 0.22 yes no

α1 = 0.3 yes no

PS = 0.5 no yes

PI = 0.3 no yes

PJ = 0.3 no yes

ϵE = 1.0e(−7) no yes

ϵQ = 1.0e(−7) no yes

ϵJ = 1.0e(−7) no yes

k1 = 0.01 yes no

γ2 = 0.05 yes no

α3 no yes

All other parameters which are not specified in Table 4 are derived using the data after a statistical486

analysis or directly from the data.487
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4.3. Limitations of the model and future work488

The model does not take the following factors into consideration. They are remaining to be489

addressed as a future work.490

Dependence of Death fraction491

The proposed model assumes a mean death fraction without considering the variation by gender492

and age.493

Population Density as a contributor for β494

The model could represent a node in a graph of nodes which could be summed to get the final495

output for a local region. For instance, for Sri Lanka, a graph of nodes representing districts with496

different population densities could be simulated and summed to get the final output at the end. In497

such a scenario, inter-node travel should also be considered and model can get complex and erroneous.498

Based on non-availability of exact population in districts and non-availability of COVID19 data and499

mobility data divided across districts; we refrain from modeling in this procedure.500

5. Conclusion501

This paper presented a mathematical epidemiological model called SEQIJRDS. Once the hyper502

parameters are learned and tuned, the model can predict mortality rates with a 4-week MAPE less than503

2% resulting a performance better than other SEIR models. When considering the current situation of504

Sri Lanka; according to the predictions of the model and comparing other impacts to the country, I505

suggest that the best intervention is to lock down the country for entire October and 2 more weeks506

in September 2021 with continuing the vaccination process and tightening the existing quarantine507

measures resulting drastic reduction in both cumulative deaths of valuable human lives and death508

rate.509
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